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Call for Papers

The Eighth International Conference on Teacher Education

Passion and Professionalism in Teacher Education
The conference will take place on Monday-Tuesday
26-27 June 2023
The conference will be held in a face-to-face format
at the MOFET Institute, 13 Shoshana Persitz St. Tel Aviv

The MOFET Institute, The National Institute for Research and Program Development
in Teacher Education and Education is pleased to invite you to:
The Eighth International Conference on Teacher Education: Passion and Professionalism in
Teacher Education
In recent years, the entire world, including the education system, has seen rapid changes in its
working practices, partially due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
This disruptive event led to a reevaluation of the processes involved in the recruitment, training and
professional development of teachers.
The conference will bring together scholars, teacher educators, entrepreneurs and other
stakeholders from different countries, in order to strengthen and promote
ways to deal with the challenges of the teacher education and education
system. The conference will address the various issues from three different
perspectives:
• The local perspective
• The comparative-international perspective
• The entrepreneurial and development perspective
The conference will be conducted face-to-face in English.

Submit
Proposal

Proposals for presenting research projects as well as educational initiatives evaluated through
research in teacher education and education will be accepted for the conference. The following
topics will be presented, but other topics are also welcome: modules for teacher education and
professional development; teacher educators; innovative teaching practices and learning spaces
(including techno-pedagogy); social-emotional learning; multicultural teaching and comparative
studies; inclusion, equity and social justice; the relationships between parents and stakeholders in
the education system; education for moral values, social commitment and sustainability; teachers’
identity and social status.

The following categories of proposals are invited for submission:

1. Full session: A full session in which a few lecturers deal with one common subject. The session
must include: Presentation of studies conducted in different institutes in Israel and/or abroad,
and/or studies from different fields, and/or a joint collaboration between several partners. The
full session is an opportunity to presenters to showcase their leading research and practice and
to generate public discourse on them.
• All the lectures in the session will be submitted and evaluated individually, and also as a whole
entity, based on the specific answers for a full session and the evaluation criteria of a full
session. A session chair will be chosen in advance and will be part of the submission answers.
• 3-4 paper presentation.
Guidelines for preparing submission for a full session

2. Reversed full session: A session in which several lectures on one common subject are
prerecorded and viewed by the audience prior to the session. The focus of the face-to-face
session will be on a discussion of the session contents.
• The session must include: studies conducted in institutes in Israel and/or abroad, and/or
studies from different fields, and/or a joint collaboration between several partners (priority will
be given to collaborations with the community).
• In this new format, people wishing to participate in the session, will view the prerecorded
lectures prior to the session, and the actual session will focus on a meaningful discussion and
on forming study collaborations.
• Each prerecorded lecture will last 10 minutes. After the individual lectures and the reversed
full session have been evaluated, the lectures will be prerecorded and submitted to the
conference organizers no later than Thursday, 6 April, 2023. Please ensure that you adhere to
the guidelines for submitting a video recording.
• Important clarification: There is no option to submit an individual reversed paper, it can only
be part of a reversed full session when submitting
Guidelines for preparing submission for a reversed full session

3. Paper Presentation: Lecturers will be allocated 15 minutes
to present their study or subject. At the conclusion of the session,
15 minutes will be allocated for discussion.
Guidelines for preparing submission for a Paper Presentation

4. Flash-talk. Presenters will be allocated 6 minutes to present their study
(without a power point presentation). At the end of the session, there will
be a summing up and questions.
Guidelines for preparing submission for a Flash Talk

Submit
Proposal

For all formats:

• Session length: 75 minutes.
• Submission form on word document
• Criteria for proposals. All proposals will be reviewed in
accordance with academic standards.

General guidelines:

• Proposals must be submitted in English
• Please carefully read the submission guidelines and review
criteria
• Registration fee will be published soon on the conference
site.

Important dates

Final date for proposal submissions:
Thursday, 15 December, 2022
Final date for acceptance letters:
Thursday 12 January, 2023
Final date for presenter registration to be included in
program: Thursday, 2 February, 2023
Final date for sending pre-recorded lectures for
reversed full session:
Thursday, April 6, 2023
Dates of conference:
June 26-27, 2023

Conference chairperson:

Prof. Chen Schechter, Head of The MOFET Institute
Academic chairs:
Dr. Arielle Friedman, Dr. Ainat Guberman, The MOFET Institute

Contact us:

Event@macam.ac.il  ׀Conference site
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